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Abstract-In this paper, we describe a mathematical framework to determine the weighted func- 
tions in variable weight combined forecasting (VWCF) problems with continuous variable weights. 
Due to the polynomial approdmation theorem and matrix analysis, the general formula of the variable 
weighted functions IQ(~) in the VWCF problems is obtained. We put forward the optimal weighted 
matris and get the optimal weights by minimizing errors square sum J at any given times. @ 2003 
Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Combined forecasting methods were initiated by Bates et al. [l]. S ince then, a number of scholars 
have extensively worked on the models of determining combined weighted coefficients (see, for 
instance, [2-g]). Most of these research projects, however, have concentrated on studying various 
fixed weights in combined forecasting. Very little research has been done on variable weights 
and the related errors estimation. This paper applies the well-known Taylor expansion, Weier- 
strass polynomial approximation theorem and matrix analysis to determine (the continuous and 
discontinuous) variable weighted functions of the variable weights combined forecasting (VWCF) 
problem. In addition, the optimal combined weighted matrix that reflects the change law of opti- 
mal combined weights is investigated. Finally, we derive the optimal combined weighted matrix 
by minimizing errors square sum J at fixed times {ty’, tp’, . . , t$}. 
Determination of the weighted functions of the VWCF problem can be described as follows. Let 
y: be actual observations in the jth forecasting subperiod Tj (j = 1,2, , m), fig (j = 1,2, . , m, 
i = 1,2,. , n) are expectations of the ith forecasting method in the jth forecasting subperiod, 
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eij = y$’ - _fij are errors between actual observations and the expectations in the jth forecasting 
subperiod Tj (j = 1,2,. . , m). 
‘th In the J forecasting subperiod Tj, the variable weights combined forecasting value is 
ftj = 2 wi(tj)fij, 
?==l 
where variables tj E Tj, j = 1,2,. . , m, wz(tj), i = 1,2,. ,n are called combined weighted 
‘th functions of VWCF in the J forecasting subperiod Tj, which satisfies 
2 Wi(tj) = 1, Wi(tj) 2 0, (i-1,2,... ,n, j = 1,2 ,..., m), (2) 
i=l 
and e vwc; ; E$L %(tj)% = CL1 wi(tj)[y’j - fij] = y,” - ft,, (j = 1,2,. ,m), are the errors of 
3 
2. THE CONTINUOUS VARIABLE WEIGHTED FUNCTIONS 
OF VWCF 
If the combined weighted functions wi(tj) (i = 1,2, , n) are continuous and possess p + 1 
‘th continuous derivatives everywhere on the J forecasting subperiod Tj, it can be represented by 
a finite Taylor series of the form 
W@j) = 5 wgtj - t0)k + OFi, 
k=O 
where to E Tj, and there then follows: 
ft, = 2 wi Wfij = 2 cwfk(tj - toy + Ofj fjj 
a=1 a=1 k=O 
= (flj,...,fnj) 
i 
(3) 
(4 
where IV(j) = (w!~)Q+~) is an n x (p+ 1) variable weighted coefficients matrix, Fj = (fij, fzj, . . , 
fnj)T is the expectation vector of the ith method in forecasting subperiod Tj, F(j) = ((tj - 
to)O, (tj -t#, . . . ) (tj-t#)T, O((tj-to)“) = (O&, , OK,)’ is an error vector of approximation 
formula (3) and (tj-to)-pO$ + 0 as tj tends to to (j = 1,2,. . , m). Since Fj is a constant vector, 
we see that Fy(tj - to)-pO((tj - to)p) + 0 as tj --+ to. This means that, the approximation 
formula of functions wi(tj) (i = 1,2, . . . , n) can be obtained from (2) in each subperiod Tj 
(j = 1,2 , , m) as follows: 
wj(tj) = 5 wfk(tj - to)” + ofj = 5 &tf + o;j = 2 ti(&, 
k=O k=O k=O 
(5) 
where @ik represent the new combined coefficients of t: expanding by wik(tj - tO)k. 
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If we divide the whole forecasting time T into j subperiods Tj (j = 1,2,. . . , m), it follows that 
the variable weights combined forecasting value ft can be expressed in each subperiod T3, 
Let etj = ~~=, wi(tj)eij = ~~zl Wi(tj)[yi - fij] = ~3” - ftj be combined errors between the 
observations y; and combined forecasting value ftj in the jth subperiod Tj where tj is continuous 
variable in Ti. Further, 
J = 2 [et3]’ =2 [kwi(tj)eij]’ = 2 [ewi(tj)eij] 
j=l j=l 2~1 j=l kl 
= 2 [(w(tj))T(ecj,)(e(j))Tzu(tj)l = fJ [e6)w(tj)]2 
j=l j=l 
(7) 
= e (w (tjf E(n) (tj) w (tj) 
j=l 
is called the errors square sum of the continuous variable weighted combined forecasting, where 
w1 @j) 
w(tj)= ; = 
i 1 wn (ti) 
eij ( 1 %) (tj> = (e(j)) (e(j# = / eTj . . . e(j) = i , I eij%j \ i .‘. i f&j &jelj . . . eij ) 
If the errors square sum J* = Cj”=l[(W*(tj))TE(,)(tj)W*(tj)l is minimal with respect of the 
combined weighted vector functions w(tj), (j = 1,2,. . . ,m), then w*(tj) is called the optimal 
combined weighted vector functions, Ebb) is called forecasting errors matrix in Tj, and the J* 
is called minimal errors square sum of VWCF problem. 
3. DISCRETE VARIABLE WEIGHTS OF COMBINED 
FORECASTING 
3.1. Discrete Model 
If the variable weighted functions w_i(tj) (i = 1,2,. . . , n) are continuous, it is convenient to 
take for tj some fixed value in subperiod Tj, i.e., tj = ty) E Tj (j = 1,2,. . , m). Now, each 
variable weighted function wi(tj) is the discrete valued function in T = Cy’+, Tj and takes the 
fixed value wi(ty’) in each forecasting subperiod Tj. 
+h In the 3 forecasting subperiod Tj, the variable weighted combined forecasting value is 
fT, = 2 wi (tS”‘> fi’,“‘: (8) 
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where fi’,“’ (i = 1,2,. . , n) are expectations of the i th forecasting method at t, = tj (“) E LTl and 
e$’ = y; - f!,“’ (j = 1,2, . , m) are the corresponding errors. The error of combined forecasting 
in Tj is 
is the errors square sum of the discrete variable weighted combined forecasting, where 
If the errors square sum J* = C~==l[(w’(t.~‘))TE~~,w*(t:O’)] is minimal about combined weighted 
vector w(t’?) (j = 3 
weighted vector at 
{tY’,t$@, . . ) tg?}. 
At any fixed time 
1 2 mj at t = t!O) ~ ’ 3 3 . 1 3 ’ then the w*(ty’) is called the optimal combined 
t = ty) in Tj, and the J* is called minimal errors square sum at 
{ty’,ty,..., tg’}, from the optimization problem 
min J = 2 (w (ty’))T IS(,) (ty’) w (tp’) , 
j=l 
~wi(tip’) =l, W@) LO, 
(11) 
j=1,2 ).“) m, 
i=l 
we can get the optimal combined weighted vector w*(ty’), j = 1,2,. , m, and optimal combined 
weighted matrix at time {ty’, tr’, . , &‘} 
w; tp ( > 
i 
. w; tg ( > 
w*= : ‘, : 
i  
02) 
wi ( > q) w; ;w ( > n 
Matrix (12) reflects the change law of variable weights, the values in rows show the weights at 
the same times, and the lines reflect the change rule of the same weights at different times. We 
can take the change rule of variable weights by this matrix. 
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3.2. An Application of Weierstrass Polynomial Approximation Theorem 
According to Weierstrass polynomial approximation theorem, which states that any func- 
tion f(z) which is continuous on a closed interval [a, b] can be uniformly approximated by some 
polynomial within any prescribed tolerance on that interval. By this statement, we mean that, 
given any positive tolerance E, there is a polynomial p(z) such that If(x) - p(z)] 5 E for all z 
such that a 5 x < b. 
If the variable weighted functions wi(t) (i = 1,2, , n) are continuous, it can be represented 
by a finite polynomial w,(t) M Cfzo&tk by the above theorem. We take t = tp) a constant in 
each forecasting subperiod j, the weights 
w. t(f) ( > z 3 R5 (Pi0 .. 
where 
is a constant vector, /3(i) = (pi0 PEP) is the approximation coefficient vector of weighted func- 
tions Wi(t). 
LEMMA 1. If 
is a n-dimension vector, A = (aij) is a n x n matrix, 
is the diagonal matrix of vector LY, then 
aTAa = c t CYATCi 
where c means the sum of all elements in matrix &AT&. 
PROOF. From 
a11 “. an1 
. (. . al, . arm 
there follows: 
c aAT& = c&ll + . + cxl~,ul, + . + cy,alu,l + + c&x,, 
=(~y~,...,a,) (1;: ;I 1;) (j:) =aTAa 
(13) 
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The errors square sum is 
where 
Let the diagonal matrix of w(ty’) be 
Here, /? and I’?) are diagonal matrices. From Lemma 1 
j%!“, we find that 3 
(14) 
= /jr?). 
3 
0 [(P+l)+ 
o_ and the symmetry of Ei’,, and Drj - 
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It is useful to notice that the block matrix 
In W, 
I’(f) 0 
3 , > . > 
0 Ej (n) 
F,j, . . F;. = (. 9 : . F nl .‘. Fin 
( > r(o) * 3 
0 
( r(O) 03” I 0 > Ej (n) 
. ( 0, .,o r(o) Ej ’ 3 > (n) 
( (t:O))’ Etk (ti”‘)” . (tj@)” Eik (t:“‘)“) 
Let the block matrix 
E(4 ( > r!o)l 3 = 
From (14), (15), and ( 17), we can write errors square sum J as below 
0 
( > r(!) * 3 1’ 
L 
(16) 
0 
( > r(o) ’ 3 
To obtain the optimal combined variable weighted matrix I&* of the variable weighted combined 
forecasting problem at any time {ty’ t(O) , 2 , , t$‘}, we can minimize the errors square sum J. 
4. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we have discussed the formulae of variable weighted functions in the variable 
weight combined forecasting (VWCF) problem by using Taylor-series and Weierstrass approxima- 
tion theory for continuous and discrete time cases and put forward the optimal combined variable 
weighted matrix. We can measure the change of variable weighted functions by optimal combined 
variable weighted matrix @*, The VWCF has great possibilities in real-world applications, such 
as financial investment [lo]. 
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